
START PLAYING TENNIS

OFFICIAL PROGRAM GUIDEBOOK



INCREASE PARTICIPATION by 
attracting more adults

INCREASE REVENUE and keep 
players coming back with a VARIETY of 

introductory or competitive play opportunities 

Make YOUR facility and programs the 
HUB OF ACTIVITY in the community

PROVIDER BENEFITS

u Offer “Intro to Tennis” for adults using red, 
 orange and green balls on 36’/60’ courts

u Start young adult leagues that make 
 the game fun and social

u Provide half-day tournaments that 
 make it easier to participate

GET THESE PLAYERS PLAYING WITH YOU

year olds are the LARGEST 
GROUP of adults playing*

of young adults say they 
EXERCISE on a regular basis**

YOUR NEXT BIG OPPORTUNITY: YOUNG ADULTS

18-29 56%

GROWTH IS YOUR BOTTOM LINE 
MAKE PROVEN APPROACHES 
WORK FOR YOU

For sample programs and tips for success visit usta.com/adultplay

*2013 Tennis Participation Study. 
**Pew Research Study, February 2010. Millenials: A Portrait of Generation Next.



  Start/ReStart Tennis for Adults
SKILL DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT

The skill development component of Start/ReStart Tennis for Adults is a six-part instructional 
program designed to provide the basic skills needed to play tennis.  The program typically consists 
of six lessons which are each 90 minutes.

The six lessons in the skill development component of Start/ReStart Tennis for Adults are:

 LESSON ONE: Introduction to Forehand Ground Strokes

 LESSON TWO: Introduction to the Serve and the Volley

 LESSON THREE: Introduction to Backhand Ground Strokes

 LESSON FOUR: Return of Serve and Trouble Shots

 LESSON FIVE: Court Positioning and Shot Selection

 LESSON SIX: The Doubles Game—Strategy, Practice, and Play

The on-court segment of each lesson is action-oriented, and keeps players moving on the court.
Presentations and discussions are reserved for the final half-hour of the session, which can be 
held off-court. Because the best way to build skill is through repetition, activities are designed 
to allow players to hit a lot of balls. A main attraction of tennis for adults and seniors is the 
opportunity for exercise and movement activities are an important part of the lessons.

The outline of each lesson is as follows:

 • Objective of the Lesson

 • Warm-up Activities

 • Review of Skill(s) Learned in the Previous Lesson

 • Introduction and Demonstration of a New Skill or Skills

 • Skill Development Through Practice and Repetition

 • Skill Application Through Games and Drills

 • Review of Lesson and Cool Down

 • Tennis Rules and Conduct

 • Practice Assignments

Every attempt should be made to keep the learning as practical and enjoyable as possible, so that 
at the end of the Skill Development Component, students will be ready to play on their own.



  Lesson One: Introduction to Forehand Ground Strokes 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Following coach and student introductions, the coach should preview the goals for the six-lesson 
series: 

• Learn the basic shots and get lots of repetition with each stroke

• Learn the rules of tennis and to begin to play matches. 

• Learn and be able to identify the parts of the court 

• Learn key tennis terms such as ground-stroke, volley, and rally

           

WARM-UP ACTIVITY 

• Introduce forehand grip.

• Racquet handling exercises:

• Ball tap-ups and tap-downs on the face of the racquet

• Ball tap-ups and tap-downs on the edge of racquets

• Ball tap-ups with bounce 

• Ball tap-ups with bounce and a partner

 



INTRODUCTION AND DEMONSTRATION OF NEW SKILL

Simplified Forehand Ground Stroke (2 minutes)

• Start with a sideways stance

• Use short, compact back-swing to move racquet from low to high

• Racquet face should be perpendicular to the court at contact with the ball

• Lift the ball over the net, finishing with the racquet pointed high

SKILL DEVELOPMENT - PRACTICE & REPETITION 

Forehand Alley Rally (5 minutes)

• Players are paired together with three balls per pair

• Players place one ball on singles sideline and one ball on doubles sideline 

• Players stand one step back from ball and tap up the third ball, trying to hit the partner’s 
ball

• Players alternate hits and play each ball after one bounce



Target Rally Over the Net (10 minutes)

• Players are paired  together with a tennis ball or target spot

• Tennis ball or target spot is placed four feet from the net on both sides of the net

• Partners hit forehand ground-strokes over the net, attempting 
to hit the target on the other side

• Rotate players around so they can play with different partners

Toss-Hit Forehand Ground Stroke Practice (10 minutes)

• Using the width of one court, divide class into pairs

• One player will be the tosser and the other will be the hitter

• With partners approximately 15 feet apart, tossers 
underhand toss to hitter can hot a forehand ground-stroke 
and hit it back to the tosser

• The toss should be a “friendly” toss that allows the hitter to 
make contact at waist-level

• Change roles every six hits

Height & Direction Power Depth

• The angle of the racquet 
face controls the height 
and direction of a shot

•  An open racquet face 
(angled towards the sky) 
causes the ball to go 
high, a closed racquet 
face (angled toward 
the ground) results in a 
downward hit 

• Side-to-side direction is 
controlled by angling the 
racquet left or right at the 
contact point

• Power is increased by 
enlarging the length of the 
backswing and increasing 
the speed of the swing

• To hit a softer, more 
delicate shot, players 
should loosen the grip 
slightly, shorten the 
backswing, and move the 
racquet forward more 
slowly

• Greater depth is achieved 
by hitting the ball higher 
over the net

• If shots tend to go long, 
players should aim lower 
over the net

• When players are ready, 
the coach can introduce 
topspin and how it brings 
more shots down into the 
court



Drop-Hit Forehand Ground Stroke Practice (7 minutes)

• Start be demonstrating a drop-hit forehand ground stroke from three-quarters court

• Players drop a ball and attempt to hit it over the net into the court

• Emphasize:

• Dropping (not throwing) the ball

• Making contact with the ball in front 

of the body in line with the front foot

• A controlled backswing and low-to-

high swing with high follow-through

• Four players can hit at one time, have each 
group of four hit two shots then rotate out

• After players are successful from the three-
quarters court, move back to the baseline

SKILL APPLICATION – GAMES & DRILLS

Review (12 minutes)

• Mechanics of the forehand groundstroke, emphasizing common problems and corrections

• Review names of participants

• Discussion topics:

• What was the highlight of the lesson?

• Were there any surprises?

• What was your favorite activity?

• What was your least favorite activity?

Cool Down (5 minutes)

• Stretching and flexibility exercises



Tennis Rules & Conduct (5 minutes)

Introduce basic rules and tennis etiquette: 

• Balls may be hit in the air or after one bounce except on the return of serve, which can 
only be hit after one bounce.

• Balls landing on the line are considered in and called good. Review the meaning of lines 
on the court: singles, doubles, service boxes, etc.

• Don’t walk across the back of another court until the players have finished a point

• If people are using your court,, don’t disturb them until their time is up.

• If your ball goes into an adjacent court, wait until the players on that court have finished 
the point before you ask for the ball. 

• If a ball comes onto your court, return it as soon as play has stopped on both courts.

Practice Assignments (5 minutes)

• Practice toss-hit exercises with a partner.

• Explain how to use a hitting wall or backboard, ball machine if one is available



  Lesson Two: Introduction to the Serve and Volley 

WARM-UP ACTIVITY

Forehand Ground-Stroke Three-Across Exercise (8 minutes)

• Players start on the ad-side of the net

• Coach will feed two balls to players across the baseline, then one mid-court ball

• After three forehands, player returns to the back of the line

• Add targets to increase interest

REVIEW OF SKILLS LEARNED IN PREVIOUS LESSON

Review the forehand groundstroke, and answer any questions students have about the previous 
lesson. (3 minutes)

INTRODUCTION & DEMONSTRATION OF NEW SKILL

Introduction to the Serve (12 minutes)

• Review the rules of serving:

• Start from behind the baseline

• Serve diagonally into the opposite service box

• The server gets two attempts to make a serve in

• Explain “lets” (if a ball hits the net but goes in, the serve is redone. If it hits the net 
but goes out, it counts as a fault)

• Simulate the serve by throwing and explain the toss:

• Have players throw a ball into the diagonal service box 

• Practice the ball toss with non-dominant hand

• The toss should be a medium height; around the height of an outstretched racquet

• Demonstrate smooth, full serves, emphasizing:

• A stance at a 45 degree angle to the baseline

• A serve motion that is similar to a throwing motion



Start by having players throw a few balls toward or over the net from the baseline.  Follow this by 
allowing them to get the feel of swinging the racquet by pretending they are throwing it over the 
net. Emphasize reaching high with the racquet. Have students practice the ball toss with the non-
dominant hand, while trying to reach a height at least as high as the outstretched racquet. Ask 
students to try to put all these movements together in some practice serves. 

Four players can serve simultaneously without danger. Make sure balls are accessible without 
players moving toward or behind other servers. Players waiting to rotate into the serving slots 
should be stationed well behind the servers. For safety, do not have players serving simultaneously 
from both ends of the court.

NOTE: 
A high percentage of adult beginners will be able to achieve serving success strictly through imitation 
and crossover skills from throwing. Do not burden these successful students with unnecessary stroke 
mechanics. Students who demonstrate a successful serve can move directly into practice routines. 
Students who have problems with a “holistic” approach to serving should receive individual attention.

THE SERVE



SKILL DEVELOPMENT – PRACTICE & REPETITION

Serving Progression (15 minutes)

• Lift and Touch

• Players stand three feet from the net in single file lines

• Starting with the racquet behind the shoulder and arm bent, players toss the ball, 
reach up with the racquet, and touch the ball

• Racquets do not proceed past the contact point; players “freeze” at contact point

• Lift, Touch, and Follow Through

• Players do the same motion as Lift and Touch, but complete the serve with a follow-
through

• Wind-Up, Lift, Touch, and Follow Through

• Players add the full motion of the serve

• Have players serve from both sides of the court

• If successful, move back to three-quarters court and then to the baseline

INTRODUCTION & DEMONSTRATION OF NEW SKILL

Introduction to the Volley (2 minutes)

A volley is a stroke made by hitting a ball before it bounces. Emphasize that there is no back-swing 
on the volley and demonstrate both the forehand and backhand volley. 



SKILL DEVELOPMENT – PRACTICE & REPETITION

Volley Progression (15 minutes)

• Position players 6 feet apart in pairs on either side 
of the net

• Players will take turns tossing underhand or hitting 
forehand/backhand volleys to their partner

• Have players go through the volley progression:

• Hold the racquet at the throat and bump 
back to the tosser

• Move racquet halfway down the handle 
and volley back to the tosser

• Hold racquet at the handle and volley back 
to the partner

• Switch who is tossing and who is hitting, have 
other side go through same progression



SKILL APPLICATION – GAMES & DRILLS

Twenty-One with Serve (10 minutes)

• Players form two lines on the baseline (some players 
may be more comfortable serving from the three-
quarters court)

• Players will hit three shots in the following sequence:

• Player serves 

• Coach feeds a forehand groundstroke

• After forehand groundstroke, player approaches 
the net and hits a volley

• After three shots the player gets into the opposite 
line

• Coach alternates, feeding one line then the other

• Scoring:

• 2 points for each successful serve and ground-
stroke

• 1 point for each successful volley

• First player to 21 wins 

Review (10 minutes)

• Mechanics of the serve and volley, emphasizing common problems and corrections

• Highlight progress and use students’ names

• Discussion topics:

• Was serving harder or easier than expected?

• What was the most demanding part of the serve?

• Do you know what “double fault”, “ace”, and “let” mean?

• How tall do you think you would have to be to serve down into the service box?

• Was the volley easier or harder than you expected?

• What’s the main thing you have to remember about the volley?



Cool Down (5 minutes)

• Stretching and flexibility exercises

Tennis Rules & Conduct (5 minutes)

• Warm-Up: players should do 5-10 minutes of general body warm-up exercises (slow jog, 
jumping jacks, etc.) before play begins

• To see who serves first, spin the racquet

• Whichever player wins the spin may choose:

• To serve first

• To return serve first

• Which side you want to start playing on

• Explain conventional serving:

• No score – Love

• First point – 15

• Second point – 30

• Third point – 40

• Fourth point – Game

• Explain deuce (40-40)

• Player who is one point ahead after deuce is said to have the advantage

• Server’s advantage is called ad-in

• Receiver’s advantage is called ad-out

Practice Assignments (16 minutes)

• Practice the service swing

• Practice serving against a wall or backboard

• Practice serving on a tennis court (depending on ball and court availability)

• Play matches “against yourself”; player wins a point if the first or second point goes in, 
loses the point if they double fault

• Practice forehand ground-strokes against a wall or backboard while trying to set a record 
for consecutive hits



  Lesson Three: Introduction to Backhand Groundstrokes

WARM-UP ACTIVITY

Forehand Alley Rally (5 minutes)

• Players are paired together with three balls per pair

• Players place one ball on singles sideline and one ball on doubles sideline

• Players stand one step back from ball and tap up the third ball, trying to hit the partner’s 
ball

• Players alternate hits and play each ball after one bounce

• Change partners every minute

REVIEW OF SKILLS LEARNED IN PREVIOUS LESSON

General Review (5 minutes)

• Review forehand grip and forehand ground-stroke

• Review the serve

• Review forehand and backhand volleys

• Answer any student questions that come up

Serving Practice (10 minutes)

• Set up four stations along the baseline

• Players serve from stations, rotate to the next station 
after a certain amount of serves

• Emphasize control over power

• Use targets if appropriate

*For larger groups, a net isn’t necessary to practice serves. 
Players can practice serving into the fence or into the 
backdrop. 



Toss-Volley-Catch (8 minutes)

• Pair players with a partner with them 6 feet apart across the net

• One side underhand tosses while the other volleys back to the tosser

• Rotate roles and partners every six hits or so

INTRODUCTION & DEMONSTRATION OF NEW SKILL

Introduction to the Backhand Grip and Contact Point

There are two key differences between the forehand and backhand ground-stroke:

• Grip

• Forehand – the dominant hand lays on the same plane as the racquet face

• One-Handed Backhand – the dominant hand is on top of the racquet handle

• Two-Handed Backhand – the dominant hand lays on the same plane as the racquet 

face with the non-dominant hand in a continental grip for support



• Contact Point

• Forehand – the racquet is even with the front hip at contact

• One-Handed Backhand – the racquet is in front of the front hip at contact

• Two-Handed Backhand – the racquet is even with the front hip at contact



SKILL DEVELOPMENT – PRACTICE & REPETITION

Toss-Hit Backhand Ground-Stroke (10 minutes)

• Using the width of the court, divide class into pairs

• One player will be the tosser and the other will be the hitter

• With partners approximately 15 feet apart, tossers underhand toss to hitters so hitter 
can hit a backhand ground-stroke and hit it back to the tosser

• The toss should be a “friendly” toss that allows the hitter to make contact at waist-level

• Change roles every six hits

*Players will decide whether they are more comfortable hitting one-handed or two-handed 
backhands

Alternate Toss-Hit Forehand and Backhand Ground-Stroke (8 minutes)

• Repeat the above exercise, but have players alternate between hitting forehands and 
backhands

• Teach players how to return to the ready position 
between strokes

SKILL APPLICATION – GAMES & DRILLS

Champs of the Court (10 minutes)

• Two players take positions on the service line on 
one side of the court (this is the champ side)

• All other players (the challengers) wait at the back 
of the opposite side of the court

• The first two challengers come up to the service 
line 

• The champs will drop hit a ball to the challengers, 
and the point is played out

• If the challengers win the point, they stay in for 
another point. If they lose, they rotate to the end 
of the line

• Challengers must win three points in a row against 
the champs to take the champ side



Review (10 minutes)

• Review mechanics of the one-handed and two-handed backhand

• Highlight progress and use students’ names

• Discussion topics:

• Did either of the strokes, forehand or backhand, seem harder than the other? Why?

• Any questions on forehands or backhands?

• Did anyone experience soreness after the last lesson? Soreness is normal when 
undertaking a new physical activity. It is reduced by warm-up and stretching. 

• Any questions on rules?

• Over hitting – ball goes too far

• Positioning – difficulty in judging the bounce of the ball and where you should be 
when you hit the ball

Cool Down (5 minutes)

Tennis Rules & Conduct (5 minutes)

• Procedures and nuances of calling lines: make calls promptly and clearly, use hand 
signals when appropriate, when a call appears to touch any part of the line, it is called 
good

• If a player or player’s racquet touches the net when the ball is play, the point is lost

• If a ball is caught or hits an part of a player or racquet before it bounces, it is assumed to 
have been good (even if the catcher is out of bounds or the ball was clearly headed out 
of bounds). The ball is not out until it lands out. 

Practice Assignments (5 minutes)

• Practice grip changes for a one-handed and two-handed backhand

• Rally with a partner, starting at the service line and working back toward the baseline

• Practice hitting against a wall



  Lesson Four: Return of Serve and Trouble Shots

WARM-UP ACTIVITY

Mini-Tennis (7 minutes)

• Players are paired together with three balls per pair or one ball and a poly spot

• The target ball or poly spot is placed in front of each player

• Players stand on opposite sides of the net, trying to hit the partner’s ball

• Players alternate hits and play each ball after one bounce

• After a few minutes, move players back to midway between the net and service line

• After a few minutes, move players back to the service line

*Once players back up, it’s best to use poly spots instead of target tennis balls for safety 

REVIEW OF SKILLS LEARNED IN PREVIOUS LESSON

Review the serve and progress made to date (3 minutes)

Serving Practice (10 minutes)

• Set up four stations along the baseline

• Players serve two balls (1st and 2nd serve) from a station then rotate to the next station

• Have players keep score against “Nobody” using conventional scoring

• Each successful serve = a point for the player, double faults = points for “Nobody”



INTRODUCTION & DEMONSTRATION OF NEW SKILL

Introduction to the Return of Serve (5 minutes)

• The return of serve is the second most important skill in tennis

• There are two main components to the return of serve:

• Position

• The left-to-right position of the receiver depends on the position of the server

• Receivers should be in the center of the angle made by the server’s position 
to the outer edges of the service box that the serve must enter

• The depth of the receiver’s position is determined by the velocity and depth 
of the serve, so closer for hallow serves and further back for deep serves

• Back-swing

• The harder the serve, the shorter the back-swing 

should be

• A long backswing puts more power on the ball

• On a hard serve the server applies a lot of power, 

so a long backswing will make the return of serve 
go out of the court

• It takes longer to have a long back-swing, so when 
the ball comes in fast it will often get past you 
before you can hit it with a long back-swing. 

• On a softer serve, the receiver has time to 
lengthen the swing



SKILL DEVELOPMENT – PRACTICE & REPETITION

Return of Serve Practice (10 minutes)

• Players form two lines, one each behind the deuce 
and ad service boxes

• One side of the net will serve a ball to the first person 
in line, who will attempt to return serve

• Use targets where appropriate

• After players return two serves, they move to the end 
of the opposite line

INTRODUCTION & DEMONSTRATION OF NEW SKILL

Handling Trouble Shots (5 minutes)

When you play a real game of tennis, it isn’t always possible to use conventional hitting form in 
returning balls and sustaining rallies. That’s because most balls do not land in the perfect place 
to be hit in the conventional manner. Many balls are hit wide, short, high, or over the head. In 
order to sustain a rally, you must be able to handle all of these trouble shots. 

The following practice exercises will help you handle trouble shots. These exercises also 
simulate a game-like situation and provide practice and repetition for real match play.  

SKILL DEVELOPMENT – PRACTICE & REPETITION

Handling Short Balls (8 minutes)

• Explain how to return short balls (open racquet face, little swing)

• Players start on the baseline and the coach feeds them one short ball

• Emphasize the ready position and being on the balls of the feet rather than flatfooted

• Players should use a short or no back-swing with an open racquet face if the ball is low



Handling High Balls (8 minutes)

• Beginners often have trouble judging where to play high-bouncing balls that come to 
them

• Hit a series of semi-lobs, and ask players to notice where the ball bounces the second 
time

• Explain that the easiest place to strike these balls is on the way down, around the waist 
level

• Players must learn to back up and let the ball come down

• Have players start on the baseline, then feed high balls that they must move back and 
catch around waist level

Handling Balls Hit Wide or Over the Head (8 minutes)

• Have players form two lines at the baseline on both sides of the center mark

• Coach stands in the center of the service line and feeds balls simultaneously to the two 
lines

• Feed sequence = high, high, wide, wide, short, short, over the head, over the head

• Explain to players that on wide shots, it is smart to hit the ball high back over the net to 
the middle of the court. This gives the player time to recover and get in position for the 
next shot

Review (10 minutes)

• Review the stroke and court positioning for return of serve

• Answer any questions 

Cool Down (6 minutes)



Tennis Rules & Conduct (5 minutes)

Introduce The Code: The Players’ Guide to Unofficiated Matches and highlight some of the key 
points:

• Retrieve balls for the server so that he or she always has two balls

• If your ball goes onto an adjacent court, wait until the players on that court have finished 
the point before you ask for the ball. If a ball comes onto your court, return it as soon as 
play has stopped on both courts

• Calling lines – never question a call unless making a call against yourself

• Announcing scores – the server announces the score before serving each point

• Always shake hands with  your opponent after a match and thank them for playing

Practice Assignments

• Rally with a partner, starting each rally with a serve

• Practice serve independently against a wall or backboard



  Lesson Five: Court Positioning and Shot Selection

WARM-UP ACTIVITY

Crosscourt and Down-the-Line Mini-Tennis (6 minutes)

• 4 players are positioned on the service line on both sides of the net

• Players attempt a four shot sequence:

• Player A hits a crosscourt shot to Player D

• Player D hits a down-the-line shot to Player B

• Player B hits a crosscourt shot to Player C

• Player C hits a down-the-line shot to Player A

• Each team attempts to see how many four shot sequences they can play in a row 

REVIEW OF SKILLS LEARNED IN PREVIOUS LESSON

Return of Serve Practice (5 minutes)

• Players form two lines, one each behind the deuce and ad service boxes

• Coach and/or another player stand on the service line on the other side of the net and 
serve a ball to the first person in line

• Each player returns two serves then rotates to the other line

• Rotate players so that everyone serves

INTRODUCTION & DEMONSTRATION OF NEW SKILL

General Introduction to Court Positioning (2 minutes)

When teaching beginning tennis, many coaches concentrate too much on skill development and 
neglect the equally important need to teach court positioning and shot selection. Players need 
to understand where they should be on the court and how their position and the position of 
their opponents influence the particular shot they should choose in returning a ball. 
Explain to students that this lesson will cover court positioning for both singles and doubles 
play, and demonstrate why a particular shot is chosen over another depending on positioning.
There are two types of positions that players need to know and use in both singles and doubles 
play: starting positions and home base positions.

 



Singles Home Base Positions – Magnet Theory (3 minutes)

• In singles play, there are two home bases: on the baseline and at the net

• The home base concept is a way of determining where the player should go after hitting 
a shot

• Home base positions are 

determined by bisecting 

the possible angle of return 
from opponents

• Generally, the net player’s 
home base moves to the 
side of the court where the 
ball lands

• The baseline player’s home 
base moves to the opposite 
side of the court

• According to this theory, 
players are drawn to the 
nearest “magnet” (home base) after each shot

Singles Starting Positions (2 minutes)

• The server stands behind the baseline close to the 
center mark

• The server stands alternately behind the right and left 
halves of the court, beginning from the right in every 
game

• The receiver stands diagonally opposite the server near 
the baseline on the opposite side of the net

• Explain “foot faults” to players



SKILL DEVELOPMENT – PRACTICE & REPETITION

Singles Home Base Positioning Without Racquet (3 minutes)

• Have players take turns assuming the home base positions

• The coach stands on the opposite side of the net, and throws a ball to each player

• The player catches the ball, throws it back to coach, and returns to the nearest home 

base

• The coach checks to see if the player recovered to the appropriate home base

*The objective of this exercise is to become more aware of the need to return to home base 
after hitting a ball

Handling Tough Shots (5 minutes)

• Players begin behind the baseline at the center mark

• The coach feeds each player three balls that can be high, wide, short, groundstrokes, or 
volleys

• All three balls should be returned to a target placed on the right side of the backcourt

• Emphasize recovering to the nearest home base position after each shot

INTRODUCTION & DEMONSTRATION OF NEW SKILL

Doubles Starting Positions (5 minutes)

• The starting positions for doubles are:

• Server – stands at the baseline between center mark and 
doubles sidelines

• Receiver – stands at or near the baseline. As the server 

moves further toward the sideline, the receiver should 
move in the opposite direction toward his or her sideline

• In standard formation, the server’s partner assumes a net 
position

• The receiver’s partner stands on or slightly behind the 
service line about three feet from the center service line

Demonstrate doubles starting positioning, and explain that each 



person is responsible for covering half of their team’s side of the court. 

Doubles Home Base Positions – Magnet Theory (5 minutes)

Home base positions are just as important in doubles as they are in singles. In doubles, there 
are four home base positions on each side of the net – two at the baseline and two at the net. 
See below for an illustration of doubles home base positions at the beginning of play. The letters 
A, B, C, and D each represent the home bases for one player.

Unlike in singles where one player covers one entire side of the court, in doubles each player 
covers only half of one side of the court. Therefore, if you  bisect the possible angle of return 
from the opponent, the home base positions will fall within the angle formed on either side of 
this bisection. 

As in singles, you will see that the net player’s home base moves to the side of the court where 

the ball lands, and the baseline  player’s home base moves to the opposite side of the court. 
Shot Selection (5 minutes)

• A simple rule to follow for doubles is deep-to-deep, close-to-close:

• Deep (backcourt) players return the ball to the opposite deep plater

• Close (forecourt/net) players try to direct their shots to the other close player’s feet



Rotation of Serve Positioning (5 minutes)

• The server stands alternately behind the baseline of the right and left halves of the 
court, beginning with the right half in every game

• Other players should be in the starting positions, either for singles or doubles

• Players change ends of the court after every odd-numbered game

• Have all players walk through the rotation of serve several times to get familiar 

*See also Order of Serve under Tennis Rules & Conduct

SKILL DEVELOPMENT – PRACTICE & REPETITION

Doubles Home Base Positioning Without Racquet (5 minutes)

• Players take turns assuming the doubles positions

• The server throws a ball over the net, and the receiver catches it, tosses it back, and 
goes to the nearest home base position

• The coach checks to see if all players recovered to their appropriate home base

*The objective of this exercise is to become more aware of the need to recover to a home base 
after hitting a ball

SKILL APPLICATION – GAMES & DRILLS

Doubles Points (10 minutes)

• Coach begins in the service return position

• Begin the point with a serve and play out the point

• If a serve is a fault, the coach will put the ball in play with a drop hit “serve return”

• After the point is complete, coach checks positions and makes corrections before 
starting another point

• Do this for three points and have players rotate to a new position every three points

• Emphasize returning the closest home base and hitting the correct locations



Serve, Return, and Crosscourt Rally (8 minutes)

• Divide the class into a serving group and a receiving group with a player at each corner 
of the court

• The rest of the players form two lines, one on the side with the servers, the other on the 
side with receivers

• One side serves, the other returns crosscourt, then rally back and forth crosscourt

• The goal is rally back and forth crosscourt until an error is made

• Switch players every point with the winner staying in, and the player who lost going to 
the opposite side of the court

Review (5 minutes)

Review doubles positioning. Using court diagrams, outline the positions and responsibilities of 
the four players in doubles. Review shot selection, service rotation, and scoring.

• Discussion questions:

• Why is it so important to return to home bases after the ball is hit?

• When the service return goes deep, how should the other players react?

• What are some of the main obstacles to keeping a rally going?

Cool Down (6 minutes)

Tennis Rules & Conduct (5 minutes)

• The order of serving is decided at the beginning of each set. The pair who serves in the 
first game of a set decides which partner will serve first. The other partner then serves in 
the third game, and they alternate serving in subsequent off-numbered games until they 
set is completed 

• The order of receiving serve is decided at the beginning of each set. The pair who 
receives in the first game of a set decides which partner will receive first. The other 
partner then receives on the second point, and they alternate receiving on each 
subsequent point until the game is completed

• Help your partner with line calls. If you think an opponent’s ball that your partner called 
out actually hit the line, you must call it good

• Always encourage your partner, you’re a team!



Practice Assignments (5 minutes)

• Play a set of doubles and focus on court positioning and shot selection

• Practice serves and rallies

• Hit against a backboard or wall



  LESSON SIX:  DOUBLES: STRATEGY, PRACTICE, AND PLAY

Warm-Up Activity

Short Court Warm-Up Ping-Pong Style (7 minutes)

Using the service courts on one half of the court (i.e., with the 
court divided vertically), players begin at the service line in 
teams of two. The first player drop hits into the service court 
where the first player of the other team returns back into the 
service court. Partners switch after every hit as in ping-pong.

Review of Skills Learned in Previous Lesson (17 minutes)

Doubles Starting and Home Base Positions (5 minutes)
Review the position of each of the four players in doubles 
play to start a point (i.e., starting positions), and where they 
should recover to each time after the ball is hit (i.e., home base 
positions).

Serve and Serve Return Practice – Stay Until You Miss (12 minutes)

Divide the class into a serving group, and a receiving group and have two people serving and 
two receiving at any one time. The other players form two lines, one on the side with the 
servers, the other on the side with the receivers, and are ready to step in when an error is made 
either with a double fault or a service return. To begin the drill, one server serves to the deuce 
court and the other to the ad court. All serve returns must be hit crosscourt. This is a two-shot 
drill—serve and serve return. Servers and receivers stay in their positions until they make an 
error. When an error is made, the first person in line takes the place of the person who made 
the error, and the drill continues.   Servers get two faults before it is counted as an error.



Introduction and Demonstration of New Skill

Introduction to Switching –5 Minutes

Explain to students how in doubles match play, partners usually 
divide their side of the court in half (from the net to the baseline) 
and each partner is responsible for covering one half of their 
team’s side of the court. When it is necessary to cover a ball 
on the other player’s side, the two players switch positions. 
This occurs most commonly when a lob goes over the head 
of a net player. See illustration for the general area indicating 
responsibility for each player.

Skill Development –Practice and Repetition

Switching in Doubles –13 Minutes
Four players assume doubles starting positions as in Lesson Five. 
Play begins with a serve hit to the coach who is in the receiver’s 
position. If the serve isn’t good, the coach drop hits a “return 
serve.” This time the coach hits a lob over the net player’s head. 
The server (i.e., backcourt player) will switch sides and return that 
shot to the deep player. The server’s partner at the net will switch 
sides, and assume the net position on the opposite half of the 
court. Three points will be played with the coach starting the final 
two points with a drop hit, and checking to make sure that all 
players are in the correct position before playing the next point. 
The coach should mix in shots to the net person so everyone has 
a chance to hit. Players rotate clockwise into new positions after 
three points are played.



Skill Application – Games and Drills

Doubles Match Play – 30 Minutes

Have students play doubles using conventional scoring. Players must keep track of and 
announce the score, call lines, and move into the correct starting positions before each point 
begins, and recover to the correct home base positions after each ball is hit. Rotate players after 
each game. The coach should circulate and make positive comments, and emphasize correct 
positioning and shot selection.

Review of Lesson and Cool Down – 11 Minutes

Review – 5 Minutes

Highlight positive achievements. Encourage discussion with open-ended questions:

• Anybody want to nominate the most amazing shot of the day?

•    Which position in doubles did you like to play? Which didn’t you like to play? 

•    How would you like your partner to act when you miss an easy shot?

Cool Down – 6 Minutes

Go through Flexibility Exercises in the Appendix.

Practice Suggestions – 2 Minutes

Tell students that the best way for them to become comfortable with playing tennis is to play. 
Encourage them to get a foursome together to play doubles, and to concentrate on covering 
their court area of responsibility, and switching with their partner when necessary. Tell them 
to work on hitting to the correct location (deep to deep and close to close), and on recovering 
to the correct home base. Also, encourage players to use a backboard to practice and improve 
their stroke skills.



  FLEXIBILITY EXERCISES

KNEE-CHEST FLEX

Bend one leg and grasp 
the back of the thigh just 
above the knee. Slowly 
pull the knee to your 
chest. Hold this position.

HAMSTRING STRETCH

Straighten one leg and 
raise it toward the trunk.  
Use your hands to gently 
increase the stretch. Point 
your toes toward the face 
to stretch the calf.

FIGURE 4 HAMSTRING 
STRETCH

Try to bring the chest 
to the thigh by bending 
forward from the hips.  
Keep the back straight. 
Pull your toes back to 
point toward your face.

SPINAL TWIST

Place the right foot on the 
outside of the left knee.  
Bring the left arm around 
the right knee, resting the 
elbow above the outside 
of the right knee. Slowly 
turn the head and upper 
body to the right. You’ll 
wind up looking over your 
right shoulder.

QUADRICEPS STORK 
STRETCH

Stand on one leg. Bend 
the opposite knee while 
grasping the ankle. 
Keeping the back flat 
and the buttocks tucked 
under, bring your knee 
down as far as you can, 
trying to point it straight 
down to the floor. Do 
not point the knee out or 
twist it!

GROIN STRETCH

Place one hand above the 
knee, the other hand on 
the opposite hip. With 
toes pointing forward, 
slowly bend the knee your 
hand is on until you feel a 
stretch in the groin area. 
Roll your weight onto the 
inside of your foot.

HIP STRETCH

Stand with your right 
hand on the wall, your 
weight on your right leg, 
and your left leg crossed 
in front of it.  Gently push 
the right hip toward the 
wall. Increase the stretch 
by standing farther from 
the wall.

SHOULDER STRETCH

With the lower arm, 
slowly pull the racquet 
down, bringing the upper 
elbow to your ear and 
pointing it to the ceiling. 
Then slowly pull up with 
the top arm, pointing the 
lower elbow to the floor.

CALF STRETCH

Keep the back knee 
straight, the heel on 
the floor, and the foot 
pointing forward. Bend 
the forward knee and lean 
your trunk forward. Do 
not arch the lower back. 
Then slightly bend the 
back leg, raise the heel 
two inches off the floor, 
and lean into the wall. 
This time, feel the stretch 
near the heel.

FOREARM STRETCH

With the elbow straight 
and palm up, use the 
opposite hand to gently 
stretch the wrist back 
(extension).  Turn the palm 
down and gently stretch 
the wrist downward 
(flexion).
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